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_______________________________ 

Preston, John B. (Surveyor General). "A" Diagram of a Portion of Oregon Territory.  
Surveyor Generals Office. Washington, D.C. 1852 .  
Map, 47 1/2 x 16 inches on sheet size 53 x 16 3/4 inches, folded as issued (3 vertical folds, 
8 horizontal folds) on two conjoined sheets. Very tight left margin, but neatline is 
present; tiny piece (1/2 x 1/8th inch) at second crease down from top left has been 
reattached on verso with acid free tape; tape reinforcement on verso at five fold 
intersections; splits at upper edge fold lines, well outside the map neatline; split at 
second fold line down at right edge just touching image; a few soft printers' folds. Overall 
a very good clean and bright example of this very large and scarce map. 
A detailed record of settlement in the Pacific Northwest at a moment of rapid change, 
this huge map dated October 21st, 1852 contains vastly more detailed information than 
the earlier issue of October 1851. At lower right of the map is a key to the current state 
of surveying and subdivision of this western portion of the Oregon Territory with the 
markings which identify "Townships Subdivided" in the previous year's survey marked 
with a circle, a plus sign for townships proposed to be surveyed in 1853, and an inverted 
V for those to be surveyed in 1854. The map extends north to Bellingham Bay and Mt. 
Baker; the first surveying in what was to become Washington Territory (in the area 
around Steilacom and Olympia) is slated for 1854. The map is identified as Senate Ex. doc 
No 1, 2d Sess. 32nd Congress, and was printed by A. Hoen company in Baltimore. This 
particular oversized map publication appears to be far scarcer than Surveyor General 
maps of the area published in preceding and subsequent years, with only one 
institutional holding as a map, at the University of Texas Arlington OCLC number 
776243353. [Stock #55625] US$ 2450.00 

 

 

(DR. SEUSS) Geisel, Theodore Seuss. The Lorax. [FIRST EDITION]  
Random House, Inc. New York. 1971 .  
Hardbound book, color illustrated throughout, unpaginated, 11 5/16 x 8 1/4 inches, color 
pictorial textured paper-covered boards. Light soiling, spotting, and toning to covers; 
corners and front cover extremities rubbed; small indentation to lower edge of back cover; 
label residue to upper right of front cover; light spotting to lower edge of text block. On 
some pages, paper around binding holes has adhered to the opposite page (see photo for 
worst affected page), presumably because a tiny amount of binding glue leaked out; 1/2 
inch tear to lower edge of one page; occasional light marks; interior in very good clean 
condition overall. 
The first edition publication with all first edition points as in Younger / Hirsch "First 
Editions of Dr. Seuss Books." [Stock #40005] US$ 285.00 

http://www.oldimprints.com/


(UNITED STATES - FISH AND FISHING) 
LaMonte, Francesca, Lionel A. Walford, 
Ted Trueblood (planned with the 
collaboration of). Bemis, Waldo (illus). 
The Game Fish Cyclopedia. Designed for 
the Sportsmen of America by The House 
of Seagram Fine Whiskies Since 1851.  
Seagram-Distillers. 1947 .  
Large color poster, pictorial / 
pictographic map, 30 x 40 inches. Wear 
and short chips and tears (outside image 
area) to upper and lower edges, some 
creasing, light soiling to upper right 
corner (outside image area); overall very 
good condition, bright and glossy. 
A stunning poster, graphically striking 
and filled with information of the fish of 
the United States and their habitat. 53 
fish are pictured around a map of the 
United States, with numbers to indicate 

their distribution. The brightly colored map is illustrated with pictographs of fishermen, boats and sea creatures. The 
"collaborators" on the map were, respectively, the author of "North American Game Fishes," the author of "Game Fishes 
of the Pacific Coast from Alaska to the Equator," and the Fishing Editor of "Field and Stream." [Stock #37261] US$ 750.00 

 

(CALIFORNIA - SAN DIEGO) Hamilton, Wallace (pictorial map). San Diego 
California. Street Guide and Automobile Road Map of San Diego City, County & 
Imperial Valley.  
Rodney Stokes & Co. for San Diego Trust and Savings Bank. San Diego. Revised to 
June 30, 1926 .  
Street map of San Diego, California, 17 3/4 x 27 inches on sheet 21 3/4 x 28 inches, 
folding to brochure 7 x 3 3/4 inches. Verso of map includes 16 x 12 1/2 inch county 
map and smaller maps of "Business District", "Pacific Beach", and "Auto Routes In 
and Out of San Diego". Light toning and a few light marks to covers with one 1/8 
spot showing through to map side; otherwise very good clean condition. 
San Diego map extends from La Jolla in the west to Talmadge Park in the east. 
When folded, rear panel provides room for an address (both "To" and "From" with 
instruction "To Mail Place 1 1/2 Cent Stamp Here." An uncommon item in virtually unused condition. [Stock #56658] US$ 
110.00 

(CALIFORNIA - ROAD MAP - LATE 1920s) Principal Automobile Routes of San Bernardino County 
California.  
Automobile Club of Southern California. Los Angeles. No date. Ca. 1928 - 1929.  
Road map, 10 1/2 x 4 inches opening to black and white map 21 x 31 1/4 inches. Small areas of insect 
damage, good condition. 
Detailed map. Index of Cities, Towns, Post Offices, etc, on verso. Worldcat lists this as being held by 2 
libraries with date "1922?". [Stock #49801] US$ 75.00 

 

 



(CALIFORNIA - SANTA BARBARA) Goodacre, W.J. 
(mapmaker). A Map of Santa Barbara for Tourists. 
(Folder title: Souvenir Old Spanish Style Map of Santa 
Barbara.)  
W.J. Goodacre. Santa Barbara, CA. 02- 1930  
Two-color pictorial map, sheet 13 1/2 x 16 1/2 inches, 
folding into decorative card wrappers Two sections of 
1/2 x 1/8 inch paper loss at upper and lower left vertical 
fold, otherwise map is very good. Spine of folder is 
almost split, chipping to corners, wear to covers. 
A decorative keepsake for tourists, with bold 
cartouche, by Santa Barbara artist W.J. Goodacre. 
Pictographs depict buildings and activities. No library 
holdings of this title were located on WorldCat. [Stock 
#53544] US$ 125.00 

 

 

 (CALIFORNIA - SOUTHERN - EARLY AVIATION) Western Air Express. Los Angeles San 
Francisco Air Log.  
Western Air Express. Los Angeles. 01- 1930 .  
Brochure 9 x 4 3/4 inches, 12 pp. including color pictorial covers, with 4 black and white strip 
maps and 
accompanying text providing passengers with information regarding the flight path and 
landmarks seen from the air as the aircraft travelled 
between the two cities. Brochure is dated January 1930. Illustrated color  
covers depict the Los Angeles / Oakland route as well as flights from Los 
Angeles to Salt Lake City, Kansas City, Catalina Island, San Diego and Agua 
Caliente. Another route is shown between Cheyenne, Wyoming and Pueblo, 
Colorado.No WorldCat listing was found for this item. 
A striking front cover pictorial map shows an elongated globe with flights marked across the 
United States from Los Angeles (located at the bottom of the sheet) to places east, north and 
south. An uncommon item. [Stock #55591] US$ 225.00 

 

(CALIFORNIA - SAN DIEGO) Map of San Diego California. City and County.  
Lowell E. Jones. Circa 1935 .  
Pamphlet 5 1/2 x 8 inches opening to area map 8 x 11 inches, further opening to color 
pictorial map 11 x 16 inches, then opening to full sheet street map 16 x 21 1/2 inches. 
Very light foxing to right front cover; overall unused condition; maps are clean and 
bright and would display well. 
One side of the sheet shows a street map of San Diego with lighthouses, U.S. Naval 
facilities, schools, sports facilities, etc. On the verso, the humorous pictographic map 
stretches from the San Diego Bay to a far horizon with San Luis Rey, the Palomar 
Observatory and Imperial Valley. Small pictographs show monuments and soldiers, 
propeller planes, sailing, fishing, etc. The small area map and the street map were 
prepared by Helen Hayes Dunham; the pictorial map is not attributed. The 
informational text "San Diego Then -- and Now" gives the population of the city as 
over 250,000 (which places the map in the 1940s), its area as 96.8 square miles and 
the number of tourists each year as over 430,000. [Stock #41116] US$ 75.00 



(CALIFORNIA - LOS ANGELES - PACIFIC 
ELECTRIC RAILWAY) Eddy, Gerald A. (map 
illus). Map Showing Routes in Southern 
California of the Pacific Pacific Electric 
Railway and Motor Transit Company with 
Connecting Lines.  
Pacific Electric Railway. Los Angeles. 1935 .  
Color map, 14 1/2 x 20 1/2 inches on sheet 
size 16 x 21 3/4 folding to pamphlet 8 x 3 3/4 
inches, text and and images on verso. Light 
toning to covers, small mark to lower front 
cover; overall very good condition. "Service 
discontinued" stamp to Mt. Lowe Tavern ad 
on back cover and map. 
This vintage bird's eye view style map 
extends from Saugus in the upper left to Big 
Bear Lake in the upper right, down to 
Tahquitz Lodge in the lower right across to 

Santa Catalina Island in the lower left. The Pacific Electric Railway Company's Rail Lines, Coach Lines, Motor Coach Lines, 
Connecting lines and the Emergency Routes of Motor Transit Co. are marked in different colors, clearly showing the 
extensive public transport system that the Los Angeles area offered. The map features an inset advertisement for Mt. 
Lowe Tavern and Cottages at lower right (with the stamp "Service Temporarily Discontinued") and black and white 
photo illustration of Mt. Lowe Tavern in top centre. Verso includes Interesting Facts with Reference to Pacific Electric 
Railway and Motor Transit Company, 1/2 page color ad for Motor Transit Lines "Money Saving Transportation", plus 
information on Redondo Beach, Catalina Island and Short Trips around Southern California. [Stock #56657] US$ 165.00 

 

 (UNITED STATES - AIRLINE FLIGHT MAPS) 
White, Ruth Taylor (illustrator - not 
noted as such). TWA Airway The 
Lindbergh Line Airway Map and Air Log. 
Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc. 
America on Gay Parade.  
Rand McNally / Transcontinental & 
Western Air, Inc. Copyright 1936. 1939 .  
Folded booklet, 23 pages, 9 x 4 inches 
unfolding to 9 x 17 inches, containing ten 
3 3/8 x 16 3/4 inch color maps plus one 4 
/2 x 7 1/2 inch color map, staple binding. 
Wear to cover extremities including splits 
up to 1 1/2 inches to spine, light stain to 
covers affecting last two sheets, 3 areas 
of paper loss up to 3/8 inch to covers affecting map on last sheet, slight wave to paper owing to water exposure; overall 
good condition. 
The elongated maps by Ruth Taylor White follow the cross-country Lindbergh Route, section by section, starting with Los 
Angeles-Kingman-Winslow and ending with Chicago-Pittsburgh. Cartoon vignettes depict towns, farms, factories and 
people along the way. [Stock #56594] US$ 285.00 

 

 



(NEW MEXICO - SANTA FE RAILWAYS) Broome, B. 
C. (mapmaker). Santa Fe. Couriercars By Motor 
Off the Beaten Path.  
Santa Fe System Lines. Chicago. Ca. 1940 .  
Color pictographic / pictorial map, 14 1/2 x 20 on 
sheet 15 1/2 x 21 inches, multiple folds as issued. 
Fine condition. 
This vintage map illustrated by B.C. Broome 
highlights "New and Lower Santa Fe Vacation 
Fares" for Santa Fe System Lines and Couriercar 
Indian-detours. Attractive little pictographs 
highlight the geographical and historical feautres, 
with plenty of cowboys, Indians and wildlife added. 
A particularly attractive and interesting map. 
[Stock #40755] US$ 165.00 

 

 

 

(NEW MEXICO - SANTA FE - LOS ALAMOS - PICTORIAL 
MAP) Clark, Willard F. (mapmaker). City of Santa Fe. 
Santa Fe County. New Mexico....The city different.  
Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce. Santa Fe. January 1, 
1949. Map dated 1950 .  
Street map of Santa Fe, 14 1/2 x 18 1/4 inches on sheet 24 
x 19 inches. Pictorial map of the region on verso 18 1/4 x 
13 3/4 inches. Small tight creases from rolling (as it will be 
sent), light edgewear, 3 3/4 inch band of toning to upper 
edge well above map area; overall good clean condition. 
An uncommon publication, this two sided sheet appears 
to be held in just three US libraries, noted under two 
different OCLC numbers. The holding in the Santa Fe 
library is the only one to note the artist of the pictorial 
map, Willard F. Clark, who worked at Los Alamos for over 
thirty years as a machinist, but was also a talented artist. 
This map is dated 1950 and places Santa Fe in its 
surroundings, with Indian Pueblos, paved and gravel surfaced roads, natural features, and local attractions marked. The 
text flanking the map gives information under the titles "Land of Pueblos" and Native Mountain Villages. Los Alamos is 
represented by a mushroom cloud, and road closures on each side are marked: "U.S. project closed to public". The city 
map is based on the New Mexico State Highway Department Highway Planning Survey and includes a street index; the 
text above describes historic points of interest and lists a calendar of events. The copyright date for this map is January 
1, 1949. [Stock #56642] US$ 225.00 

 

 

 

 



(HAWAII - SCARCE RUTH TAYLOR WHITE MAP) Taylor, Ruth (mapmaker). Sun Fun! in Hawaii. A new map series showing 
how and where to play in the islands.  
Honolulu Star-Bulletin. Honolulu. 1941 .  
Brochure, 10 3/8 x 9 inches unfolding to sheet 10 3/8 x 36 inches, containing four color pictorial maps 8 7/8 x 9 inches. 
Light soiling to text area of Kauai map, tape residue at corners and fold ends, slight 3 inch ripple to upper edge of folded 
brochure; overall good condition. 
A bright and engaging tourist publication containing maps of the islands Kauai, Oahu, Maui, and Hawaii by Ruth Taylor 
White, here identified as Ruth Taylor. Lively cartoon figures of tourist and inhabitants swim, party and enjoy life on the 
four islands. Soldiers at Scofield Barracks are shown spearing pineapples with their bayonets and sailors dance at Pearl 
Harbor, which was to become a household name shortly after this brochure was published. Information about "Hawaii 
Lure & Hawaii Lore" is provided on verso. We were unable to find any listings on OCLC for this scarce brochure published 
in the same year as the Japanese World War II attack on Pearl Harbor. [Stock #56660] US$ 525.00 

 

(CALIFORNIA - SOUTHERN) Brown, Karl J. 
(research by). Putnam, Claude G. 
(cartography by). Historic Roads to 
Romance. California's Southern Empire 
Tourist Paradise.  
Roads to Romance Assn. Copyright 1946 .  
Color pictographic / pictorial map, 22 x 33 
inches on sheet size 22 3/4 x 33 3/4 inches. 
Edgewear to bottom right and top left 
corners including 2 tears (up to 1/2 inch) 
penetrating decorative border, very light 
soiling to top right corner, band of toning to 
verso (not visible from front); overall very 
good condition, clean and bright. 
This is the SCARCE LARGE UNFOLDED 
format, the first edition of the bird's eye 
view style map that was issued in many 
editions over a couple of decades (more 

commonly issued as a folded map with creases issued in a tourist pamphlet). The colorful design highlights missions and 
other historical places, contemporary places and events in the region which includes San Bernardino County, Los 
Angeles County, Orange County, Riverside County, San Diego County, and Imperial County. Features an attractive border 
with vignette illustrations. [Stock #43668] US$ 650.00 

 



(UNITED STATES - FISHING) Perfection Angler's Guide.  
Horlacher Brewing Co. Allentown, Pennsylvania. 1946 .  
Map, printed color, 32 1/4 x 35 1/4 inches. Light edge wear; very good condition. 
This striking pictorial map is bordered by color illustrations of various fish found 
in North America with their average weight, and features comical illustrations of 
fisherman and the fish found at different regions of the United States. Includes 
information on the Small Mouth Bass and Tarpoon, lists of "United States Record 
Catches with Rod and Reel: Fresh Water and Salt Water Adjacent to the United 
States", plus inset maps of New Zealand, Hawaii and Panama. "Inland Lithograph 
Co., 1946 Chicago" in lower right corner. OCLC lists the Newberry Library in 
Chicago as the single library holding. [Stock #41494] US$ 575.00 

 

(CALIFORNIA - SAN DIEGO - REAL ESTATE FLYER) Art Service Studio 
(Drawings by). Beautiful Mission Bay Park. A Map to Acquaint You 
with the Great Mission Bay Project, compliments of Baker Realty 
Co.  
Baker Realty Co. San Diego. 1948 .  
Color pictographic / pictorial map, 17 x 21 3/4 inches folding to 
pamphlet 8 1/2 x 5 1/2 inches, 11 x 17 1/2 inch pictorial map plus 
two smaller maps on verso. Light wear to outer fold lines, pinhole 
separation at one fold intersection, a few tiny spots to back cover; 
overall as new condition. 
The centrefold features a striking and accomplished bird's eye view 
of Mission Bay Park "The Riviera of the Pacific" that successfully 
emphasizes the attractions of the Great Mission Bay Project 
"destined to become the playground of America." A woman's hand at lower left holds a magnifying glass to bring the 
Baker Realty Co. building to the viewer's attention, while the decorative borders contain pictographs of recreational 
activities and local landmarks. The maps on the verso put the park into a wider context: "Mission Bay Park embraces the 
waters of picturesque Mission Bay and the expansive white sandy beaches along the Ocean front from La Jolla to Point 
Loma. Millions of dollars are going for the development of the Bay into a Marine and Recreational park that will be 
unparalleled anywhere in the world." Cover title: "Map of Mission Bay. Aquatic and Recreational Park. The Playground of 
the Americas." Not listed on OCLC. [Stock #56659] US$ 485.00 

 

(CALIFORNIA - SANTA CATALINA) Souvenir Santa Catalina Island Map 
and Guide. (Map title: Avalon Town /Santa Catalina Island / 
California).  
L.C.B. Co. Avalon, CA. 1948 .  
Color bird's eye view pictorial bird's eye view map with pictorial border 
16 1/4 x 21 1/2 inches, folding as issued to mailer 8 1/2 x 5 1/2 inches, 
with four panel map and directory on verso. Pinhole separations at fold 
intersections, light toning and scattered light foxing to back cover 
(mailing panel); overall very good condition. 
A very attractive image of Avalon with much detail. Main streets in the 
town are named, with several attractions eg. the golf course and 
casino. Vignettes (brown and white line drawings) around the border 
feature the pleasures of the area with water skiing, seals, dancing etc 
etc. Four corner vignettes are in color with Neptune at lower right, a 

mermaid at lower left, an idyllic house on the beach at upper left and galleon at upper right. On the verso is a two color 
map of Santa Catalina and a directory of businesses in the town. [Stock #32836] US$ 135.00 



(WASHINGTON STATE - FISHING PICTORIAL MAPS) Strieby, Bob (mapmaker). 
Gabby's Gay Guide to Fun & Fishing in Central Puget Sound Recreational Area. 
"World's Finest Fishing Grounds".  
Souvenir Map Co. Everett, WA. 1950 .  
Brochure mailer, 11 x 6 inches unfolding to 24 x 11 inches, containing the following 
FOUR color pictorial maps: Camano Island and Lower Whidbey Island, 24 x 11 
inches; N. West Snohomish County, 11 x 12 inches; S. West Snohomish County, 11 x 
12 inches; Everett, 11 x 12 inches; IN ADDITION there is a black and white map: 
Snohomish County, 11 x 12 inches. The section containing the covers and N. West 
Snohomish County map is detached from staple binding. Very soft vertical crease to 
brochure, light soiling and spotting to covers, address panel has been filled in, 
multiple short tears and creasing to lower front cover, staples rusted, light 
discoloration and soft creasing to lower right corner of Everett map, creases to 
right corners of Camano and Whidbey Islands map (affecting decorative border 
only); MAPS BRIGHT AND CLEAN AND WOULD DISPLAY WELL. Text and pictographs 
on verso. 
Full cover title: 'Gabby's Gay Guide to Fun & Fishing in Central Puget Sound 
Recreational Area. "World's Finest Fishing Grounds". Including Everett, Whidbey 
Is., Point No Point. With Complete Resort Directory and Fisherman's Guide. Fishing 
- Hunting - Boating - Bathing - Dining - Dancing Facts & Fun'. An uncommon item, 
with only two holdings listed in OCLC (976410348: the Seattle Public Library and 
University of Washington): "Souvenir cartoon map and travel guide describing 
hunting, fishing, and other outdoor sports in Washington State. Contains five 
pictorial maps which includes caricatures (some humorous) of local culture, 
wildlife, and activities. Also contains descriptions of resorts (including both land 
and those based by salt and fresh water) for each of the areas depicted in the 

maps, the activities (and related costs) to be enjoyed at each, as well as gas stations, tackle shops, and other related 
services." [Stock #56661] US$ 485.00 

 

(WASHINGTON STATE) New Commercial and Census 
Map of Washington Showing Counties in Different 
Colors - Townships, Cities, Villages and Post Offices - 
Steam and Electric Railroads, with Stations and 
Complete Index of Distances Between Stations.  
National Map Company. Indianapolis, Indiana. 1916 .  
Large color map on cloth backing, 31 x 49 inches on 
sheet 38 1/4 x 50 inches folding into stiff covers (fully 
detached) 8 1/2 x 5 1/2 inches. General wear to map 
folds, with long splits to horizontal folds revealing cloth 
backing; light wear to map extremities; some soft 
creasing around fold intersections; 3 diagonal creases 
to upper right corner, mostly outside map area; rubbing 
to cover extremities and ink inscription to interior of 
detached covers. Overall good clean condition; would 
display well. 
A colorful map depicting main roads and rail lines of 
1916 Washington State over a background showing topography and key natural features. Full title: New Commercial and 
Census Map of Washington Showing Counties in Different Colors - Townships, Cities, Villages and Post Offices - Steam 
and Electric Railroads, with Stations and Complete Index of Distances Between Stations. Complete Index to All Places on 
Map with Population According to the Latest Census. - Main Automobile Highways. [Stock #56482] US$ 185.00 



(OREGON - ASTORIA PLAT MAP - INDEPENDENT ISSUE) City of 
Astoria, Ore.  
Ca. 1918 .  
Large black and white plat map, 33 x 62 inches. Ripple effect from 
rolling; creasing also from rolling, particularly along upper edge and 
left 11 inches; 2 1/2 inch repaired tear (non-archival tape) to center 
left edge and 1 1/2 inch tear to left lower edge plus multiple shorter 
edge tears; light toning along upper edge; light soiling at lower 
right. Despite faults, map provides clear and legible real estate 
information. 

The map shows numbered lots within named development areas: Adair, Adair's South Addition, Shively's, Taylor's and so 
on. The scale is 1 inch = 400 feet. Buildings along the waterfront are delineated but not named. The names of City 
Manager Jas. O. Convil and City Engineer G. T. McClean are given below the title. G.T. McClean was City Engineer for a 
period including 1918. [Stock #56539] US$ 225.00 

 

(ENCYCLOPEDIA SET - COLOR MAPS & PLATES) Gilman, Daniel Coit, et al 
(editor). The New International Encyclopaedia.  
Dodd, Mead and Company. New York. 1923 .  
TOTAL OF 23 VOLUMES, color maps including double page tipped-in maps, 
color plates, most appearing to be chromolithographs, black and white 
plates and in-text illustrations, approx. 800 pp each, 4to (10 1/4 x 7 1/2 
inches, red cloth-covered boards with gilt lettering on spines. Interiors in 
uniformly very good condition: light rubbing to exterior, mottling to lower 
fore edge corner of cloth. HEAVY ITEMS WILL REQUIRE EXTRA SHIPPING. 
A handsome set. It is profusely illustrated with color maps and plates. 
Most of the color plates are the same as those issued in early 1900s 
editions. Additional postage will be required for this item depending on 
destination. Please inquire. [Stock #56585] US$ 385.00 

 

(PEARS SOAP ANNUAL CHROMOLITHOGRAPH - ORIENTAL RUG) 
Coleman, W.S. (illus). The Sunny South.  
A&F Pears Ltd. London. 1898 .  
Chromolithograph, 17 3/4 x 23 inches on sheet 20 1/2 x 26 
inches. Light soiling and creasing to margins, three stains to 
lower margin well outside image area, multiple edge tears up to 
3/4 inch (also outside image area). 3 inch tear to right edge 
extends into image area by 1 1/4 inches; 5 1/4 inch strip of tape 
on verso used to repair it has discolored the paper on recto, 
though not very noticeable in image area. Sold as is. Despite 
faults, an attractive print with a fine array of colors and 
textures; would display well. Image shows slight glare from 
photography lights. Please contact us to receive a copy of our 
Pears Soap Chromos listing. 
A young girl sews while a toddler naps on a sunny day in this 

painting by W.S. Coleman, whose classical art-influenced style was dubbed “toga and terrace”. Coleman (1829-1904) 
learned how to paint on pottery in 1869 and was later appointed Director of the Minton Art Pottery Studio in London. 
The texture of the Oriental rug hanging on the rear wall is rendered in a most realistic manner, dominating the domestic 
image in the foreground. [Stock #56649] US$ 265.00 



(PEARS SOAP ANNUAL CHROMOLITHOGRAPH) Morgan, Fred (illus). The 
Coming Nelson. From the original painting by Fred Morgan in the 
Possession of Messrs. A & F. Pears, Ltd.  
A&F Pears Ltd. London. 1901 .  
Original chromolithograph, image 19 1/2 x 28 on sheet 21 1/4 x 29 1/4 
inches. Small stain in lower right margin (not affecting image), light 
soiling and creasing to margins, several edge tears with one just entering 
image area, small chip to upper right corner well outside image area, 
light toning to 1 1/2 inch panel at right side; chromolithograph itself in 
very good condition overall; colors rich and bright. 
A richly colored and finely rendered image of a young boy sailing his 
boats under the approving eye of his mother and sister, by the prolific 

and very popular Victorian painter Fred Morgan (1847-1937), whose paintings of children and animals are particularly 
charming. [Stock #39641] US$ 425.00 

 

(FAIRY TALE - DWARF AND FROG) Bacon, Irving R. (illus). [Little old 
man of the woods].  
Detroit Publishing Co. Detroit. Circa 1900- 1910 .  
Chromolithograph, 16 1/2 x 21 1/4 inches. Small tight creases 
from rolling, particularly at right and left edges; some creases 
slightly abraded and showing as fine white lines; 1/8 inch 
abrasions to upper and lower edges; overall good condition; richly 
colored chromolithograph would display well. 
Irving R. Bacon (1875-1962) was a Detroit-based painter who 
worked for Henry Ford for over thirty years, first at the Ford 
Motor Company and later at the Edison Institute. In this whimsical 
painting, done during the first decade of the 20th century, a tiny 
dwarf paints spots on a frog. Beneath Bacon's signature at the 
lower left, "with apologies to Heinrich Schill" can be just barely 
made out. Exquisitely painted with great detail, the enormous and handsome frog, the product of the little old man, is 
the centre of the image. The Library of Congress features this image as part of their "Supernatural Beings" topic page. A 
haunting image. [Stock #56650] US$ 425.00 

 

(PEARS SOAP ANNUAL CHROMOLITHOGRAPH) Knowles, Sheridan (illus). Pets.  

A&F Pears Ltd. London. 1913 .  

Chromolithograph, 25 x 17 3/4 inches on sheet 27 x 18 3/4 inches. Light soiling, soft 

creasing from rolling, multiple tiny (1/4 inch or less) edge tears to left and right 

margins (all outside image area); overall very good condition, clean and bright. 

Digital image shows slight glare from photography lights. 

Two children at a railway station play with a pair of albino rabbits. After an original 

painting by George Sheridan Knowles (1863-1931). [Stock #39626] US$ 485.00 

 

 

 



(ENCYCLOPEDIA - COLOR MAPS) De Puy, W.H. (edited by). The 
People's Cyclopedia of Universal Knowledge, with Numerous 
Appendixes Invaluable for Reference in All Departments of 
Industrial Life, the Whole Brought Down to the Year 1884. 
THREE VOLUMES.  
Phillips & Hunt, et al. New York & San Francisco, et al. Copyright 
1883 .  
THREE VOLUMES complete, "more than five thousand engravings 
and fifty-two handsomely colored double-page maps", all edges 
red, page counts 1-690 + 691-1374 + 1375-2116, 11 x 8 x 2 1/4 
inches, burgundy debossed decorative cloth covered boards and 
spine with gilt lettering (hardbound). Cover extremities rubbed, a 
few light scuff marks to covers, some marks and abrasions to 
endpapers, front hinge of each volume cracked (binding otherwise 
tight), light marks to lower corners of World map. Interiors in very 
good clean condition overall; an attractive set that would make 
an excellent gift. 
An interesting and profusely illustrated compendium of 
information from the late 19th century. MAY REQUIRE EXTRA 
SHIPPING CHARGES. [Stock #56651] US$ 185.00 

 

Please call 503-234-3538 or email imprints@oldimprints.com to reserve an item. Our domestic shipping options are: 
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